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Addition Toni Jordan
Yeah, reviewing a books addition toni jordan could grow your near associates listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, achievement does not recommend that you have astonishing points.
Comprehending as well as understanding even more than additional will have enough money each success. neighboring to, the proclamation as competently as insight of this addition toni jordan can be taken as skillfully as picked to act.
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So said one of Australia’s premier newspapers, The Sydney Morning Herald about this award-winning 2008 debut novel by Aussie author Toni Jordan. This is a heartfelt, funny, sensitive look at how obsessions and compulsions can affect everyone around you. Grace is a smart, funny attractive young woman who happens to love numbers.
Addition by Toni Jordan - Goodreads
Praise for Toni Jordan and Addition ‘This tremendously enjoyable novel is a romantic comedy with a light touch and a quirky and unforgettable central character.’ Adelaide Advertiser ‘Jordan’s voice is distinctive, refreshing and very Australian. Her debut novel is juicy and funny…this is a gem.’ Sydney Morning Herald ‘This is a winning love story, a sorbet for tired souls.' Age ...
Addition – Toni Jordan
Addition von Toni Jordan ist ein Buch, das ich jedem nur empfehlen kann. Die Protagonistin Grace leidet seit ihrer Kindheit unter einer Zwangsneurose. Sie wäscht sich ihre Haare genau 5 Minuten. Kauft genau 10 Bananen, 10 Schampoo-Flaschen, 10 Eier (sie nimmt aus der Dutzend-Packung extra 2 raus). Sie hat feste Rituale und kann damit ihr Leben einigermaßen gut meistern. Dann tritt Seamus in ...
Addition: A charming and uplifting comedy about finding ...
Addition by Toni Jordan and a great selection of related books, art and collectibles available now at AbeBooks.co.uk.
Addition by Toni Jordan - AbeBooks
Addition (Paperback) Toni Jordan (author) ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ 5 Reviews Sign in to write a review. £8.99. Paperback 256 Pages / Published: 01/06/2008 We can order this; Usually dispatched within 1 week Quantity Add to basket. This item has been added to your basket; View basket Checkout. View other formats and editions. Synopsis 'A moving and intelligent comedy about finding love without ...
Addition by Toni Jordan | Waterstones
Find many great new & used options and get the best deals for Addition by Toni Jordan. at the best online prices at eBay! Free delivery for many products!
Addition by Toni Jordan. 9781922079565 for sale
In her debut novel Addition, author Toni Jordan presents enjoyable women’s fiction melded with an exploration of obsession and compulsion. Narrator and protagonist Grace Lisa Vandenburg is a single woman in her thirties who has a peculiar appreciation of numbers.
Addition by Toni Jordan, Review: Quirky & intelligent romance
Quotes by Toni Jordan “Most people miss their whole lives, you know. Listen, life isn't when you are standing on top of a mountain looking at a sunset. Life isn't waiting at the alter or the moment your child is born or that time you were swimming in a deep water and a dolphin came up alongside you.
Toni Jordan (Author of Addition) - Goodreads
Toni Jordan is a bit of a comedienne. "It is a quick read and extremely hard to put down, as you get addicted to Grace’s addictive personality. Ultimately, its message is be true to yourself or ...
Richard and Judy's Book Club: Addition by Toni Jordan ...
Addition; For Book Groups; Other Writing; Events; Contact; THE FRAGMENTS. When the beautiful, reclusive Inga Karlson died in a fire in New York in 1939, she left behind three things: a phenomenally successful first novel, the scorched fragments of a second book and a mystery that has captivated generations of fans. Nearly half a century later one of those fans, Brisbane bookseller Caddie ...
Toni Jordan – Writer
It overrides the lunacy and heals the tragedy. The publishers were right in their glowing accolades for Addition. Toni Jordan has created such a real character in Grace that you are cheering her on, willing her to get to the top of the staircase, intact and unharmed. Jordan's voice is distinctive, refreshing and very Australian.
Addition - SMH.com.au
Addition by Toni Jordan. 26 September 2009 8 February 2014. by Kat. In *Keepers, Contemporary romance, General fiction, Reviews, Romance, Romantic elements. Review of: Addition. Author: Toni Jordan. Reviewed by: Kat Mayo. Rating: 5. On 26 September 2009. Last modified: 8 February 2014. Summary: I loved this book. Grace and Seamus are at times lovely, sad, thrilling, devastating and always ...
REVIEW: Addition by Toni Jordan - Book Thingo
Addition by Toni Jordan. Publication Date: February 1, 2010; Paperback: 272 pages; Publisher: A Polebridge Press Book published by HarperSanFrancisco; ISBN-10: 0061582581; ISBN-13: 9780061582585; About the Book; Discussion Questions; Reading Guide (PDF) Toni Jordan. Biography; Bibliography; Find a Book. View all » | By Author » | By Genre » | By Date » readinggroupguides.com on Facebook ...
Addition by Toni Jordan | Book Club Discussion Questions ...
Addition. Toni Jordan by Jordan, Toni and a great selection of related books, art and collectibles available now at AbeBooks.co.uk.
Addition by Toni+jordan - AbeBooks
Addition by Toni Jordan, is a debut novel with a lot of heart. It tells the story of Grace Vandenburg and her somewhat different way of looking at, and being in, the world. Ever since she was eight, Grace has been obsessed by numbers, they are everywhere she looks and they provide her with a framework for her life. And she counts everything, from how many steps it takes to get to the shop, to ...
Addition by Toni Jordan - A Book Review
Toni Jordan Toni Jordan is the author of five novels. The international bestseller Addition was a Richard and Judy Bookclub pick and was longlisted for the Miles Franklin Literary Award.
Text Publishing — Toni Jordan
Toni Jordan is the author of five novels. The international bestseller Addition was a Richard and Judy Bookclub pick and was longlisted for the Miles Franklin Literary Award. Fall Girl was published internationally and has been optioned for film, and Nine Days was awarded Best Fiction at the Indie Awards, was shortlisted for the ABIA Best...
Text Publishing — Addition, book by Toni Jordan
'Addition' by Toni Jordan From the BLURB: ... This is partly because Toni Jordan attended the same RMIT writing and editing course as I did (she graduated a few years before I attended though) and all my lecturers raved about her and the breakout success of ‘Addition’ – a few of my lecturers are even thanked in the acknowledgments. And yet – 2017 is the year of Toni Jordan for me (or ...
ALPHA reader: 'Addition' by Toni Jordan
Looking for Addition - Toni Jordan Paperback? Visit musicMagpie for great deals and super savings with FREE delivery today! Menu × Sell. Login. OFFERS Mobile Phones Tech Tech Accessories Gaming Books DVD Blu-ray Music Vinyl Certified Refurbished All OFFERS. Cheap Apple iPhones. Up to £50 Off iPhone Deals iPhones from £99 iPhones £100 - £199 iPhones £200 - £299 iPhones £300 - £399 ...

Grace Lisa Vandenburg, the narrator of this pleasant neurotic-girl-meets-boy debut, is 35 years old and has been addicted to counting since she was eight. She lives alone in Melbourne, Australia, and is on sick leave from her teaching job, filling her weeks with counting-'steps and syllables and bites and things'-and sticking to her rigid routines, which include trips to the cafe and phone calls from her mother and self-absorbed younger sister. The only person in her life Grace relates to is her 10-year-old niece, Hilary, who is as quirky and charming as Grace is. Things are fine until Grace meets Seamus Joseph
O'reilly, an Irish transplant who works at the local movie theater. Grace has not been on a date in two years and six months and hasn't been in love in forever, but as things progress with Seamus, she realizes what she has been missing. With some gentle encouragement, Grace agrees to test her boundaries and tries to find a happy medium between her obsession and living a full life. The novel does everything a sweet, agreeable romantic comedy should. (Feb.)
“Often funny, always lovable, this endearing novel of obsessive compulsive disorder and romance is outstanding.” —Boston Globe An absolutely delightful tale of obsessive-compulsive love, Toni Jordan’s Addition is just the ticket for fans of TV’s Monk and readers who were captivated by The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time. A wonderfully funny, supremely intelligent debut novel, Addition is “witty fun” (People), while OCD-afflicted heroine Grace and her new-found paramour Seamus are “thoroughly endearing characters, and their romance is sweet and fun” (Washington Post Book World).
It is 1939 and although Australia is about to go to war, it doesn’t quite realise yet that the situation is serious. Deep in the working-class Melbourne suburb of Richmond it is business—your own and everyone else’s—as usual. And young Kip Westaway, failed scholar and stablehand, is living the most important day of his life.
From the award-winning, bestselling author of Addition and Nine Days, a superbly crafted and captivating literary mystery about a lost book and a secret love.
Henry has ended his marriage to Caroline and headed off to Noosa with Mercedes’ grade three teacher, Martha. Caroline, having shredded a wardrobe-full of Henry’s suits, has gone after them. Craig and Lesley have dropped over briefly from next door to catch up on the fallout from Henry and Caroline’s all-night row. And Janice, Caroline’s sister, is staying for the weekend to look after the girls because Janice is the sensible one. A microbiologist with a job she loves, a fervent belief in the beauty of the scientific method and a determination to make a solo life after her divorce from Alec. Then Craig returns through
the bedroom window expecting a tryst with Caroline and finds Janice in her bed, Lesley storms in with a jealous heart and a mouthful of threats, Henry, Caroline and Martha arrive back from the airport in separate taxis—and let’s not even get started on Brayden the pizza guy. Janice can cope with all that. But when Alec knocks on the door things suddenly get complicated. Harnessing the exquisite timing of the great comedies to the narrative power and emotional intelligence for which she is famous, Toni Jordan brings all her wit, wisdom and flair to this brilliant, hilarious novel. Toni Jordan is the author of four
novels. The international bestseller Addition (2008), was a Richard and Judy Bookclub pick and was longlisted for the Miles Franklin award. Fall Girl (2010) was published internationally and has been optioned for film, and Nine Days was awarded Best Fiction at the 2012 Indie Awards, was shortlisted for the ABIA Best General Fiction award and was named in Kirkus Review’s top 10 Historical Novels of 2013. Her latest novel is Our Tiny, Useless Hearts (2016). ‘A new Toni Jordan is always a special pleasure and her latest is a wonderful, witty treat of a novel: cutting and clever, and yet so very romantic, as though
P. G. Wodehouse had satirised life in the suburbs.’ Liane Moriarty ‘A classic farce in the style of Wilde’s The Importance of Being Earnest, complete with physical comedy, exaggerated situations and a spot of class commentary in the form of suburban satire, Our Tiny, Useless Hearts is loads of fun and clever too.’ Books+Publishing ‘Laugh-out-loud funny, yet with real emotion at its core, this is a sexy-smart rom-com about love and marriage...I loved it.’ Australian Women’s Weekly ‘Crisp and clever...conjuring a flawless but vividly rendered romantic hero and a love story that feels fresh and sexy.’ Saturday Paper
‘Take a little of Shakespeare’s The Comedy of Errors, mix well with Oscar Wilde’s The Importance of Being Earnest, then set characters in one home, say in Carnegie, and you may begin to understand the wit in this delicious classic farce.’ Readings ‘A concoction of robust jokes, observations both profound and pat and a very nice visual humour, Our Tiny, Useless Hearts rips along.’ Age/Sydney Morning Herald ‘That Toni Jordan’s new novel manages to be a full-length fiction that simultaneously operates as a hugely enjoyable farce and an emotionally rich domestic drama is a testament to her skills as a writer
and the charm of her voice.’ Australian ‘[A] clever and moving comedy about love and marriage. A hilarious and romantic treat.’ Who Weekly ‘Toni Jordan’s novel showcases not a bizarre triangle but a confused love heptagon. With wit and humour, this screwball bedroom farce bends the lines of communication and fidelity out of shape and reconfigures them.’ Best Books of 2016, Sydney Morning Herald ‘She [Jordan] is such a wise and humorous writer.’ Australian ‘Toni Jordan is in that small group of novelists who can write smart, character- and situation-driven humour, which is to say laugh-out-loud comedy:
take Our Tiny, Useless Hearts to the beach.’ Graeme Simsion, Best Books of 2016, Guardian ‘Marriage is complicated—and sometimes hilarious—in this novel...Jordan's dialogue is quick and witty, her writing is sharp, and the plot is fast-paced. However, the story's heart comes from the way it deals with the serious issues (like infidelity and infertility) that hide underneath the humor. A funny, pleasant look at love, forgiveness, and second chances.’ Kirkus Reviews ‘I hope romance readers of Australia are like me and have found their way to their hot, biting observations of the ups and downs of love.’ Alpha Reader
‘Harnessing the exquisite timing of the great comedies to the narrative power and emotional intelligence for which she is famous, Toni Jordan brings all her wit, wisdom and flair to this brilliant, hilarious novel.’ Booklover Blog
An eccentric woman who is great with numbers—but not so great with people—realizes it’s up to her to pull a community together in this charming, big-hearted, “fun read, full of unique characters” (Associated Press)—perfect for fans of Eleanor Oliphant Is Completely Fine and The Rosie Project. Germaine Johnson doesn’t need friends. She has her work and her Sudoku puzzles. Until, that is, an incident at her insurance company leaves her jobless—and it turns out that there are very few openings these days for senior mathematicians with zero people skills. Desperate, Germaine manages to secure a position at City
Hall answering calls on the Senior Citizens Helpline. But it turns out that the mayor has something else in mind for Germaine: a secret project involving the troublemakers at the senior citizens center and their feud with the neighboring golf club—which happens to be run by the dashing yet disgraced national Sudoku champion, Don Thomas. Don and the mayor want the senior center closed down and at first, Germaine is dedicated to helping them out—it makes sense mathematically, after all. But when Germaine actually gets to know the group of elderly rebels at the senior center, they open her eyes to a life outside
of boxes and numbers and for the first time ever, Germaine realizes she may have miscalculated. Filled with a unique and (occasionally) cranky cast of characters you can’t help but love, The Helpline is “delightful feel-good fun” (Toni Jordan, author of Addition) that is bound to capture your heart.

'The secret to having people give you money is to act as though you don't want it.' Meet Ella Canfield, highly qualified evolutionary biologist. Attractive, if a little serious-looking in those heavy glasses—but then she's about to put her career on the line. Dr Canfield is seeking funding for a highly unorthodox research project. She wants to prove that an extinct animal still roams in one of Australia's most popular national parks. Meet Daniel Metcalf, good-looking, expensively dishevelled millionaire. Quite witty but far too rich to be taken seriously. He heads the Metcalf Trust, which donates money to offbeat scientific
research projects. He has a personal interest in animals that don't exist. Problem number one: There is no such person as Dr Ella Canfield. Problem number two: Della Gilmore, professional con artist, has never met anyone like Daniel Metcalf before. Someone is going to take a fall. A sparkling, sexy read from the author of Addition, Fall Girl is a story about passion and loyalty, deceit and integrity, and the importance of believing in things that don't exist.
From the author of the “funny, irreverent, and highly entertaining” (Liane Moriarty, author of The Husband’s Secret) Fine Color of Rust comes a brilliant new novel about a misfit trio who become instant international reality stars, probing the nature of celebrity, disability, and the value of human life. Perhaps every human being was a freak. Hadn’t he read somewhere that every person has at least a handful of damaged genes? That all humans embody a myriad of nature’s mistakes? Meet Leon (stage name: Clockwork Man), a nervous, introverted thirty-year-old man with a brass heart; Kathryn (stage name: Lady
Lamb), a brash, sexy woman covered almost entirely with black, tightly furled wool; and Christos (stage name: Seraphiel), a vain performance artist who plays a winged god with the help of ceramic implants inserted between his shoulder blades. These are The Wonders, three extraordinary people whose medical treatments have tested the limits of the human body. When they are brought together by a canny entrepreneur, their glamorous, genre-defying, twenty-first-century circus act becomes a global sensation. But what makes them objects of fascination also places them in danger. With warmth, humor, and
astonishing insight, Paddy O’Reilly has written a wonderful novel that will appeal to fans of Sara Gruen’s Ape House, Karen Joy Fowler’s We Are All Completely Beside Ourselves, and Teddy Wayne’s The Love Song of Jonny Valentine—or anyone who’s ever questioned the nature of fame, our kinship with the animal kingdom, and the delicate balancing act of life and death.
This diverse collection of tales by ten of our best writers captures contemporary Australian life in all its variety. Funny, poignant, perceptive, these unputdownable stories will get everyone reading! Exclusive to Books Alive!
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